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Testimony from the Rhode Island Health Care Association—Scott Fraser, 
President and CEO
House Finance Committee--7/8/20

The Rhode Island Health Care Association (RIHCA) opposes mandatory 
minimum staffing guidelines of 4.1 hours (H-7624) for the following reasons:

At the outset, I want to be clear about one thing:

This bill is about the future of nursing homes in Rhode Island.
If this bill passes, nursing homes in this state will close. Period.

There is no way homes can comply with the provisions of this bill and stay in 
business.  It really is that simple.

At a time when our homes have been pushed to the limit caring for our residents, battling 
COVID-19, securing PPE wherever we could find it, working hard to provide the care 

and companionship for those who could not see their loved ones, working to keep the 
spirits of our residents up, it is unconscionable to think that there are some who want to 
prevent our homes from continuing to do the heroic work our members do each and every 
day.
I will give you an overview, but you will hear from many of our members who will tell 
you, first-hand how dangerous this bill is to the future care of our most frail and 
vulnerable Rhode Islanders.

Let’s look at the facts--

**No other state has adopted this mandatory 4.1 hour standard.
**Rhode Island already ranks at the top of infection control and quality rankings in the country 
with our present level of care
**Passage of this legislation would result in a huge financial burden to our nursing homes at a 
time when some are on the financial edge

--The standard of 4.1 hours does not exist in any state.  Only the District of Columbia has 
adopted this measure.
--Many states do not have any minimum staffing guidelines
--For those with no minimum staffing, many follow CMS (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services) guidelines, which require staffing to be based on the acuity (health status) of 
each resident



--Of states that have minimum staffing requirements, most are between 2.5 and 3.5 hours of 
direct care.  Direct care is defined as care provided by a nurse or certified nursing 

assistant (CNA)

--Rhode Island nursing homes already provide 3.6 hours of direct care (according to CMS 
official website, www.medicare.gov)

Rhode Island is at the top of the charts in many national rankings
**The most recent report from the US Government Accountability Office (GAO) ranks 
Rhode Island number one in the nation for infection control
**In a report released last year, the US Office of Inspector General (OIG) found Rhode 
Island had the lowest number of inspection deficiencies of any state in the 
nation over a four-year period.
**In the 2019 America’s Health Senior Report, Rhode Island ranked second in the 
country in overall quality.

I ask you to let these facts sink in for a moment.  Our state is already at the top of the charts in 
several independent rankings.

We are extremely successful in the care of our residents with our present staffing rate 
These studies show there is absolutely no need to mandate a greater number of hours of 
care.

--Other New England states:
Massachusetts—Follows CMS guidelines of staffing based on resident acuity
Connecticut—1.9 hours minimum
New Hampshire—no minimum hours
Maine—Requires direct care to resident ratio of 1:5 during the day, 1:10 in the evening, 
and 1:15 overnight
Vermont—3.0 hours minimum

Other reasons to oppose mandatory minimum staffing:
--Staffing is not a “one size fits all” situation.  Residents with multiple medical needs require a
higher level of staffing than residents in a dementia unit
--It is best to schedule nurses and nursing assistants in the units where they are needed most, 
rather than spread equally throughout a home in order to meet a mandatory guideline

--Passage of this legislation would be very costly to nursing home operators.
The American Health Care Association estimates that if this legislation were to pass, a 
total of 752 new employees would need to be hired. 
 
AHCA estimates the cost of this hiring to be $43.9 million

These estimates were made prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. With the cost of staffing 



going through the roof since then, AHCA now believes these figures would be 
considerably higher.

--Two thirds of nursing home residents in Rhode Island are covered by Medicaid.  It is 
unreasonable to think that Medicaid rates would be raised by this amount to cover the 
additional costs.
This is an unfunded mandate.

--Even if nursing homes could afford these extra expenses, the number of available workers just 
does not exist in RI.

--When the RI Veteran’s Home was faced with a budget deficit last year, one of the cost-saving 
measures implemented was to adjust staffing based on resident medical needs (acuity)
(Providence Journal, 11/21/19)
--
There are additional dangers posed by this legislation.  They include:

--Requiring any Medicaid rate increase to be used only for pay increases and only for a select 
group of employees.  This would prevent fair compensation for employees not in this 
select group.  And it would prevent a nursing home from using the increase to pay for 
food, a new generator, or improvements to the buildings and grounds.
--There is a mountain of new paperwork that would be required.
--Draconian penalties for not complying with hiring or paperwork requirements

Such penalties include denying future Medicaid payments, and preventing future nursing 
home admissions
Both would result in closure of nursing homes

This is about more than the facts and figures I have given you.  It is about the residents we serve 
and care for every day.

Closure of any nursing home means that our most vulnerable fellow Rhode Islanders and their 
families would be forced to find new living arrangements and 24-hour care for their loved ones.

Please don’t let that happen.  I urge you to reject House bill 7624.
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Thank you for the opportunity to share my thoughts on this bill.  

Rhode Island, like all other states, has a serious and growing budget challenge with its Medicaid 
program.  

We have a particular challenge in Rhode Island, in that we are an outlier with respect to the 
demographic in need of long term care.  Our seniors seem to travel to Florida or the Carolinas for 
their early retirement years, only returning to Rhode Island when their health begins to fail. Thus 
we have a relatively low population of seniors aged 65 to 80, and a correspondingly large 
population of seniors aged 85 and older.

Regardless whether Florida is the cause, the census numbers are a demonstrable fact.  According 
to the U.S. Census Bureau, we have the highest proportion of seniors (those aged 65 and older) 
who are aged 85 and older. Statistics also show that we don’t start to need long term care until 
our late seventies or early eighties. Nursing home use triples among those aged 85 and older, 
compared to those just ten years younger (75 – 84). That’s why we have more nursing homes 
here.

Our disproportionate long term care needs have been an issue in Medicaid policy for at least as 
long as I have been involved in Medicaid policy. And it has yet to be seriously addressed. 

The notion that “rebalancing” is the solution is an alluring one, and the state has spent millions of 
dollars pursuing that elusive goal. The results have been, charitably put, unimpressive. This is 
because elders in need of 24/7 care are far less expensive to care for when they are all in the 
same place – but no one wants to face that fact.

Medicaid “Reinvention” similarly was an exercise in wishful thinking, when it came to long term 
care. The upshot of reinvention for the state’s nursing facilities was a 2% rate cut. This was 
touted as a means to improve quality.  Really? Granted, a small portion of the proceeds were 
used to pay for a one-time “quality incentive,” paid back to the nursing homes, but most of it 
simply went back into General Revenues.

There was also a stab at managed care.  In 2013, over the vigorous protest of the nursing home 
sector, the state enrolled its nursing home residents into an expensive and poorly designed 
managed care program. That program was finally terminated after six years of no results – and a 
waste of over sixty million dollars in Medicaid funding.

This bill, House 7624, is a similar exercise in denial and wishful thinking. It’s an unworkable, 



simplistic, and ultimately destructive approach to a serious problem.

As Rhode Islanders, we are failing our seniors in nursing homes. We keep cutting their funding 
and pretending they should be fine. We avoid this uncomfortable fact by looking to other places 
to blame. It seems very comfortable to blame the nursing homes.  

The bill’s proponents are playing to the crowd when they portray nursing home owners as greedy 
and uncaring millionaires. We’d rather believe that than accept that as a state we are not 
providing for the care of the frailest among our elders.

Unfortunately, this portrayal is wildly inaccurate.  The truth lies in the cost reports filed with the 
state for each nursing home that participates in Medicaid. 

I don’t know who is reading those cost reports for the bill’s proponents, but whoever it is getting 
it wrong. They’re looking at total revenues from all services, subtracting Medicaid costs, and 
calling the remainder “profits.” In order to determine “profits” from a cost report, however, since 
the starting point is total revenues, one would need to deduct total costs, including the very 
substantial costs associated with caring for patients in Medicare-covered stays. Once that’s done, 
the cost reports reveal that nursing homes are in a very fragile financial state, and taken together 
have lost over seven million dollars over the past two years. 

This is not a “he said she said” situation. Rather, it is demonstrable fact. Two plus two 
undeniably equals four. The cost reports undeniably show losses, not profits.

The truth is that nearly everyone who works in a Rhode Island nursing home today is 
overworked and underpaid. The buildings are old and need updating. The nursing staff have been 
pushed to their limits by COVID, increasing acuity, the ban on visitors, and inadequate pay.  The 
administrators have been pushed to their limits by inadequate resources, a deadly epidemic, 
chronic underfunding, and being publicly blamed for these things – none of which are their fault. 
Just like their nursing staffs, they have fought to maintain quality care over the years of 
underfunding, and the results show in their quality ratings. But in the midst of this crisis, they are 
losing heart.

Asking nursing homes to magically increase their staffing to 4.1 hours per day is like asking 
them to build a ladder to the moon. I’m not aware of a single nursing home in the state that isn’t 
already looking to hire more CNAs. They are struggling to staff their buildings today. And 
raising CNA salaries to attract more of them is simply not feasible without the funds to pay for it. 
And then the bill would impose severe financial penalties for facilities who cannot achieve its 
mandate.  We need to get real.

Given that the federal government ranks them in the top twenty five percent for staffing 
adequacy, moreover, it seems obvious that the wiser move would be to fund these facilities at 
better levels, so they can pay more to the staff they already have.  

I’m sorry for any nurse or nursing assistant who believes that they are underpaid or overworked 
because nursing homes have the money and just aren’t spending it. I understand how appealing it 
is to believe that is the case, rather than to face the fact that we as a state are failing our elders by 



failing to fund their care. 

But fooling ourselves with an unworkable bill like this one is not an acceptable solution.  Again, 
we need to face the issue honestly and seriously – the state needs to get real about long term care.

Thank you.
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*American Health Rankings 2019 Senior Report

*GAO-20-576R Nursing Home Infection Control

Nursing home quality rating

Rhode Island scored best in the country in infection control.

RI Nursing Homes are at the Top in Quality

Rhode Island’s nursing home quality is ranked #2 in the country. 

@RIHEALTHCAREASSOCIATIONRIHCA.COM



REVERSE THE TREND
Stop Cuts to Nursing Care for RI’s Frail Elderly

RIHCA.COM @RIHEALTHCAREASSOCIATION

WE URGE YOU TO REVERSE THE TREND
PROVIDE THE MEDICAID FUNDS OUR ELDERLY NEED

Unfunded mandatory hours will decimate RI's nursing home industry.  
Millions in Medicaid cuts since 2012 have left our homes on the verge of collapse.

Three bills in RI aim to mandate 4.1 hours of care.

Lashawna Thomas
CNA

WestShore is like my home, my residents 
and co-workers have become like family, 
and I get to help people every day. It 
doesn't get much better than that!

Nursing home workers deserve to be paid adequately. COVID-19 has brought this to light 
now more than ever. Our staff including CNAs, nurses, maintenance workers, 
housekeepers, and more, are some of the hardest workers in RI. They dedicate not only 
their time, but their hearts to providing quality care for those who need it most.

RI consistently ranks in the top in the nation for quality of care.

Massachusetts
Follows CMS guidelines 
based on acuity.

Connecticut
1.9 hours minimum

Rhode Island
Follows CMS guidelines 
based on acuity.

Not One of 
the Fifty 
States has 
a 4.1 Hour
Minimum.

Our thousands of tireless workers deserve to be paid adequately. 
This requires proper Medicaid reimbursement, not unfunded mandatory hours.



RI Must Fund Nursing Homes To Protect our Elderly and Workers, Not Pass Mandatory 
Hours

Presently, there are three bills in the legislature which would impose mandatory staffing hours on 
nursing homes.  

Rhode Islanders should be assured that our nursing homes are among the top rated homes in the 
country. According to the most recently released government reports, RI was listed first in the 
nation for infection control by the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) and the 2019 
American Health Senior Reports ranked RI as number two in quality in the nation. (The 
Providence Journal article June 8, “RI Nursing Homes Among U.S. Best.” )  

In terms of staffing hours, RI ranks above MA and CT with registered nursing hours at .85, while 
MA is at .71 and CT is at .70.  Rhode Island has an average of 3.62 total staffing hours, 
comparable to MA and CT at 3.74 and 3.7, respectively.  In many states, nursing homes like 
those in RI and MA follow the CMS federal guidelines for staffing.  And while CT mandates 
staffing hours, it is at 1.9.  There is no state in the nation that mandates 4.1 staffing hours, as 
proposed in these bills.  

What mandatory staffing really is, is an unfunded mandate making Rhode Island an 
outlier in the nursing home industry.  If passed, these bills will decimate the homes our 
elderly rely on for care and result in jobs lost across the industry in RI.

After years of funding cuts to Medicaid reimbursement, this legislation would impose yet 
another burdensome cost on our homes.  What is needed is adequate funding from Medicaid so 
that workers can receive the compensation they deserve. 

Our homes were coping with difficult times before, and we are now teetering on the financial 
edge with the COVID-19 crisis.  Adding an unfunded mandatory staffing hour regulation will 
exacerbate this funding issue.  

We are small businesses employing thousands of RI workers and caring for thousands of RI’s 
frail elderly.   We urge the legislature to protect the jobs of our workers, the homes of our 
residents and the commitment of our small businesses by rejecting these bills. 



REVERSE THE TREND
Stop Cuts to Medicaid for Our Frail Elderly

THE TRUTH AND NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH
The state’s 81 nursing homes and our workers are taking care of RI’s most frail elderly each day, 
working with our heads and our hearts.  We’ve continued to do this despite cuts to Medicaid of 
more than $50 million since 2012.  
Yet, outside groups are circulating FALSE claims to legislators and our workers, residents and their 
family members. 

FALSE Claim: 
zɖȸɀǣȇǕ�ǝȒȅƺɀ�ȅƏƳƺڟ��ȅǣǼǼǣȒȇ�ǣȇ�ȵȸȒˡɎ�ǣȇוא��ƏȇƳِזא�

The TRUTH:
!ǼƏǣȅɀ�Ȓǔ�ǝɖȇƳȸƺƳɀ�Ȓǔ�ȅǣǼǼǣȒȇɀ�ǣȇ�ȵȸȒˡɎɀ�Əȸƺ�ǼƏɖǕǝƏƫǼƺِ��Xȇוא��ƏȇƳًזא��Ɏǝƺ�ǣȇƳɖɀɎȸɵټɀ�ȇɖȸɀǣȇǕ�ǝȒȅƺɀ�
ǝƏƳ�Ə�ǼȒɀɀ�Ȓǔחِוڟ��ȅǣǼǼǣȒȇن
١�ƬƬȒȸƳǣȇǕ�ɎȒ� xׯ��!ȒɀɎ�«ƺȵȒȸɎɀ�˾ǼƺƳ�ƫɵ�ǣȇƳǣɮǣƳɖƏǼ�ǝȒȅƺɀ٫  

FALSE Claim: 
RI nursing homes staff at between 2.2 and 3.0 hours and provide the least amount of care.

The TRUTH:
«Xټɀ�ƏɮƺȸƏǕƺ�ɀɎƏǔˡȇǕ�ǝȒɖȸɀ�Əȸƺ�ƏɎنהِב��ƏȇƳ�Ȓɖȸ�ǝȒȅƺɀ�ȸƏȇǸ�ُא�ǔȒȸ�ǝƺƏǼɎǝ�ƬƏȸƺ�ȷɖƏǼǣɎɵ�ǣȇ�Ɏǝƺ�ȇƏɎǣȒȇِنن
١!x³٦�xƺƳǣƬƏȸƺ٫ǕȒɮ�١١�ȅƺȸǣƬƏڗɀ�RƺƏǼɎǝ�«ƏȇǸǣȇǕɀ�³ײתש�ƺȇǣȒȸ�«ƺȵȒȸɎ
Áǝǣɀ�ƏƬǝǣƺɮƺȅƺȇɎ�ƬȒȅƺɀ�ƺɮƺȇ�Əɀ�«X�ǣɀ�ǔƏƬǣȇǕ�Ə�ɀƺɮƺȸƺ�!z��ɀɎƏǔˡȇǕ�Ƭȸǣɀǣɀ�ƏȇƳ�Ɏǝƺ�ɀɎƏɎƺ�ƬȒȇɎǣȇɖƺɀ�ɎȒ�ɯǣɎǝǝȒǼƳ�Ȓɖȸ�ȸǣǕǝɎǔɖǼ�xƺƳǣƬƏǣƳ�ȸƺǣȅƫɖȸɀƺȅƺȇɎِ

FALSE Claim: 
³ɎƏǔˡȇǕ�ƏɎِג��ǝȸɀ�ɀǝȒɖǼƳ�ƫƺ�ȅƏȇƳƏɎƺƳ�ǣȇ�ǼƏɯِ�

These FALSE claims must stop.  The truth is the critical tool 
ǣȇ�Ɏǝǣɀ�ˡǕǝɎ�ǔȒȸ�Ȓɖȸ�ȸƺɀǣƳƺȇɎɀ�ƏȇƳ�ƺȅȵǼȒɵƺƺɀِ

The TRUTH:
Our workers DO NOT need mandatory hours and homes do not need another unfunded mandate.  
We need the Medicaid funding we are owed. This mandate would devastate the industry.  
��ȅƏȇƳƏɎƺً�x��ǝƏɀ�ȇȒ�ȅƏȇƳƏɎƺ�ƏȇƳ�ǼǣǸƺחِ��ǝȒɖȸɀ�ɯȒɖǼƳ�ȅƏǸƺ�«X�Əȇ�ȒɖɎǼǣƺȸ�ǣȇ�Ɏǝƺ�ƬȒɖȇɎȸɵِ��!Á�ǝƏɀ�Əِג
RI, follows CMS industry guidelines. 
XɎ�ǣɀ�ǣȇ�Ɏǝƺ�ƫƺɀɎ�ǣȇɎƺȸƺɀɎ�Ȓǔ�ȇɖȸɀǣȇǕ�ǝȒȅƺɀ�ɎȒ�ȵȸȒɮǣƳƺ�ȷɖƏǼǣɎɵ�ƬƏȸƺ�ɎȒ�Ɏǝƺǣȸ�ȸƺɀǣƳƺȇɎɀِ�ªɖƏǼǣɎɵ�ƬƏȸƺ�ǔȒȸ�
each resident is not based on a randomly promoted set of hours. It is based on acuity, resident needs, 
ƏȇƳ�Ɏǝƺ�ɎȸƏǣȇǣȇǕ�Ȓǔ�ȷɖƏǼǣɎɵ�ɀɎƏǔǔِ��

.com@RIHEALTHCAREASSOCIATION



Disclaimer: the 2017 and 2018 information illustrated above has been summarized by blumshapiro 
from the data included in the 2017 and 2018 Medicaid cost reports, as ˡled with the State of Rhode 
Island, Ofˡce of Health and Human Services. This information was obtained through a freedom of 
information request. blumshapiro has not certǣˡƺd or verǣˡƺd the accuracy of the data included in the 
2017 and 2018 cost reports or the data illustrated above. 

Rhode Island Nursing Homes
Summarized Data per 2017 & 2018 Medicaid BM-64 Cost Reports, as Filed with 

the RI Ofˡce of Health and Human Services  (82 Nursing Homes) 

For the Years
2017 & 2018

Total Revenues as Reported in the Medicaid Cost Report $ 1,615,995,902

Total Expenses as Reported in the Medicaid Cost Report (1,623,987,079)

Total Expenses in Excess of Revenues as Reported $ (7,991,177)

Nursing Home Revenue Data
Nursing homes operated in the red for the years 

2017 & 2018.  Other insinuations are simply not true.   
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